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Strut-and-Tie Model Design of Structural Concrete
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SUMMARY

Only through an intelligent model can a complex reality become translucent and understandable to a designer
and there lies the key to quality in structural engineering. Strut-and-tie modeis can illustrate very well the internal
flow of forces in structural concrete and thereby, provide valuable assistance to the designer who is striving for
an appropriate and functional conceptual design. Moreover, such modeis are good enough to serve as a basis
for tha design and dimensioning of the modelled structure or structural detail for the cracked State.

RiSUMi
Une realite complexe ne peut etre comprise qu'ä travers un modele coherent et intelligible; pour l'ingenieur ceci
est la clef d'un dimensionnement efficace particulierement dans le domaine des structures. L'analogie du treillis
permet de visualiser de fagon tres claire le cheminement des forces dans les structures en beton; ceci constitue
une aide precieuse pour l'ingenieur lors du dimensionnement approprie d'elements porteurs ainsi que des
details de construction. De plus, de tels modeles repräsentent le fondement du calcul des constructions en

beton arme et precontraint ä l'etat fissure.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Weil man nur bearbeiten kann, was man versteht, ist die Wahl eines intelligenten Modells, das ein komplexes
Tragwerk durchsichtig und verständlich macht, der Schlüssel zur Qualität im Konstruktiven Ingenieurbau. Mit
Stabwerksmodellen kann der innere Kraftfluß sehr anschaulich dargestellt werden. Dadurch sind sie auch eine
wertvolle Hilfe für den Entwurf zweckmäßiger Tragwerke und Details. Sie sind außerdem eine geeignete
Grundlage für die Bemessung von Stahl-und Spannbetonkonstruktionen im gerissenen Zustand II.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Breen [1] proclaimed at the IABSE Colloquium:'Structural Concrete' in Stuttgart "useful and transparent
modeis, which can enhance the designer's realization of structural action" and he emphasized several times
strut-and-tie modeis (STM) as such a tool. Beginning with Ritter's truss model for beams such modeis were
used for the visualization of forces in some specific cracked reinforced concrete elements and for
proportioning their reinforcemenL Thürlimann and his Zürich School developed a more general design
concept using stress fields on the basis of theory of plasticity. More recently Schlaich and his co-workers
proposed to generalize the strut-and-tie method for the application to all kinds of structural concrete elements or
structural details and to compliment the method by a unified concept for the dimensioning of cracked structural

concrete, including the node regions of struts and ties [2,3,4].
Such a concept is urgently needed considering the Codes of Practise, which give design rules only for
elements with linear strain distribution (B-regions) but neglect all others, more complicated ones, where damage
most frequently occurs. The lack of a consistent methodical approach for the design and dimensioning of
such discontinuity regions (D-regions) is feit particularly when they are taught to the students. Considering
the importance of the D-regions for the safety and endurance of structures their design cannot be left to the
draftsman's skill or the engineer's good guess. Any rational approximate method is better than this State of
dimensioning.
2. MODELS FOR STRUCTURES CONSISTING SUBSTANTIALLY OF B-REGIONS

BEAMS, FRAMES AND ARCHES

This concerns the majority of the daily. building activity (even more if we include the slabs, see sect. 4
Though these structures eonsist widely of B-regions (fig. 1 shows a typical example) they only in very rare
cases can do without any D-regions.

In B-regions the Bernoulli-hypothesis of piain strain distribution is valid (B stand for beam or Bemoulli).
Their internal State of stress is easily derived from the sectional forces (bending and torsional moments,
shear and axial forces) through clearly defined modeis as discussed below.

Regions in which the strain distribution already for a linear-elastic stress-strain law is significantly non-linear
due to static (e.g. concentrated loads) or geometric (e.g. corners, bends, openings) discontinuities are called
D-regions (where D Stands for discontinuity, disturbance or detail).

Of course, it would be unreasonable to begin immediately to model these structures with strut-and-tie-
models (STM) or even with finite elements. Rather the common practice should be maintained to model the
real structure by its statical System, i.e. one-dimensional elements following the center lines of the real sections,

and to analyse its support reactions and sectional effects, the bending moments (M), normal forces (N)
shear forces (V) and torsional moments (T). It should be emphasized, that this analysis in cases of structures
with predominantting B-regions such as in fig. 1 yields satisfactory results for the deformations and forces if
it is carried through the D-regions even, i.e. if even the D-regions are for that purpose treated as B-regions -
but only for this overall analyis, not for the dimensioning of the D-regions themselves! In cases of doubts,
i.e. if the D-regions appear to dominate against the B-regions, the method described in sect. 3 should be
followed. I
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Fig. 1: A frame structure containing a substantial part of B-regions, its statical system and

its bending moments.
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As already mentioned, for calculating the deformations and, in case of a statical indeterminate structure, the
sectional effects, one will certainly start applying sectional values (bending stiffness EI, torsional stiffness
Gl,, axial stiffness EA etc.) on linear-elastic basis.

If the sectional forces are known the dimensioning of the B-regions, especially of their reinforcement may
follow Standard procedures. As long as a section is uncracked (e.g. in columns or due to prestress), the inner
forces are calculated with the help of section properties like cross sectional areas and moments of inertia. If
the tensile stresses exceed the tensile strength of the concrete the truss model' applies (fig. 2). Since for B-
regions with light transverse reinforcement, the truss model yields unrealistic low inclinations for the struts,
efforts have been made to explain the mechanical meaning of the V -term, applied for correction by several
codes, because the inclined compression chord explanation can appfy only to D-regions. It has been shown,
that by considering the concrete tensile strength it is possible to model the load bearing behaviour of the
webs of a B-region consistently 151.

The overall analysis and the B-regions dimensioning provide also the boundary forces for
the D-regions of the same structure. As long as the D-regions are uncracked, they can be
readily dimensioned and analyzed by Standard procedures including finite elements analysis

(FEA) applying Hooke's law. If they are cracked the STM design has to be applied for dimensioning
/2,3,4,6/. For finding the geometry of the strut-and-tie-models especially for unusual cases, an elastic analysis

on FE basis is helpful (Table 1). The loadpath method supports the finding ofthe model geometry and
trains the designer's understanding of the flow of inner forces. However, the number of D-region types for
beams and frames is rather limited and the experienced designer will soon be able to rely on his STM-collec-
tion. Efforts are being made to provide practice with a reliable collection of such cases (further comments on
D-regions see sect. 3

For later improvement and review and with the real dimensions and reinforcement in hand, it may be necessary

to repeat the analysis using non-linear moment-curvature relations. This will become a must for structures

with strongly geometrically non-linear behaviour, with theory of second order effects or in case of buckling

problems. Fortunately there are handy Computer programs available today for that purpose.

It must indeed be warmly welcomed, that most instability problems can today be solved by
a theory of second order analysis on basis of imperfections, whose assumption poses no
problem to the experienced designer.

Table 1: Analysis leading to stresses or strut-and-tie-forces.

Structure consisting of:
^<v btrucrure

Analysis ^s.

B- and D-regions
e.g., linear structures, slabs and Shells

D-regions only
e.g., deep beams

B-regions D-regions D-regions

Overall structural analysis
(Table 3) gives:

Sectional effects
M, N, V, MT

Boundary forces:

Sectional effects Support reactions

Analysis of
inner forces
or stresses
in indivdual
regions

State 1

(uncracked)
Via sectional values
A, JB. Jt

Linear elastic analysis*
(with redistributed stress peaks)

State II

(cracked)
Strut-and-tie-models
and/or nönlinear stress analysis *

Usually truss

* M*y bt oocnttned »»ttti o^tnt »ruyy-sa

1. Here the expression truss model is used to define the special application of the general STM to B-
regions. A truss has compression and tension chords parallel to the surface lines, inclined struts or
compressive stress fields and transversal ties representing the stirrup reinforcement and/or tensile stress fields.
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simple span with cantilever
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Fig. 2: Truss modeis of a beam with cantilever. (a) model; (b) distribution of inner forces;
(c) magnitude of inner forces derived from equilibrium of a beam elemenL
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3. MODELS FOR STRUCTURES CONSISTING OF D-REGIONS ONLY E.G. DEEP BEAMS

In this case the analysis of sectional effects by a statical system makes no sense anymore and the inner forces
or stresses can be determined directly from the applied loads following the principles outlined for D-regions
above, already.

In /3,4/, where the modelling and dimensioning of D-regions with STM is described in all details, it is proposed

to orientate the geometry of the STM at the elastic stress fields, which means to utilize the same model
for the serviceability and the ultimate stress check (fig. 3). Of course this does not exclude adjusting the
model geometry whilst approaching failure towards an increase of the internal lever arms (fig. 4).
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Fig. 3: A typical D-region: (a) elastic stress trajectories; (b) elastic stresses; (c) strut-and-tie-models.
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Fig. 4: Deep beam: (a) Tested speeimen WT2 PI; (b) model oriented at the theory of elasticity;
(c) crack pattem from test; (d) model adjusted to the failure mechanism.
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The designer will decide in the individual case, whether he finds his STM on his own,
where the "load-path method" will be a valuable tool (fig. 5), or ifhe wants in a more complicated case to startwith a

linear elastic FEM analysis (fig. 6).
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Fig. 5: Application ofthe load path method for finding the appropriate strut-and-tie-model. Two modeis
for the same case: (a) requiring oblique reinforcement; (b) for orthogonal reinforcement.
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Fig. 6: Deep beam with a large hole: (a) dimensions An/ and load; (b) elastic stresses;
(c) complete strut-and-tie-model; (d) reinforcement.

Recently the fact that the STM-dimensioning is a combined graphical and analytical method has led to very
useful CAD programs, which permit to develop, optimize and dimension STM on the screen /8,9/. This also

opens the door to not only dimensioning D-regions but also to analyse them by attributing non-linear constitutive

laws to the struts and ties thus being able to evaluate the deformations and the redundant inner forces
for statically indeterminate supported deep beams. Comparisons of such analyses with test results on the one,
and non-linear FEA on the other did yield promising results.
There has been some dispute on the so-called ambiguity of the STM, mainly from code-
makers running after cookbook recipes. It's not the STM, it's reinforced concrete itself,
which has fortunately the capability to adjust its inner flow of forces to the designer's
reinforcement layout. A complex and intelligent material belongs into the hands of an
experienced designer. He will find the right STM for his specific case and will keep serviceability
and ductility requirements in mind, when optimizing it towards ultimate load capacity.
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Fortunately there is a lot of progress with the non-linear FEA of cracked reinforced concrete. Thus the
designer has the tool to review his STM results, from which he of course has to collect the reinforcement
layout before doing a FEM check. Comparing both results will have a high pedagogical value and avoids
misinterpretations of black-box Computer outprints.

Such a procedure should be followed as a golden rule: Dimensioning on basis of relatively
simple modeis, thereafter rewiew on a suitable level of sophistication.

Non-linear FEA appears to be of special value, if the overall deformational behaviour of a
deep beam or the reactions of a statically indeterminate supported deep beam structure is
asked for. It will also be able to describe and clearly trace failures of concrete in compression

or tension as well as of the reinforcement. For that of course it must be possible to
model the real crack pattern, especially discrete cracks often responsible for failure. But
doubts arise with respect to its capability of describing the behaviour of nodes. For that
purpose it would be necessary to computerize the concrete at a microlevel i.e. to follow
with the finite elements down to the gravel and reinforcement ribs.

From that it follows, that even a FEM analysis should be followed by a STM check especially

with respect to the safety of the nodes (fig. 7).
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Fig. 7: Typical node for the anchorage of reinrörcement: (a) one layer, (b) one layer with additional

length behind the node; (c) three layers with additional length behind the node.

4. MODELS FOR SLABS AND FOLDED PLATES

Since these structures may as well be sub-divided into B- and D-regions, the same modeis and methods as
discussed above may be applied as well. In fact they predominantly eonsist of B-regions (plane strain
distribution). Starting from the sectional effects of the structural analysis, imaginary strips of the structure can be
modelled like linear members.

However, it would be desireable to develop a real STM approach which considers that the
principal moments and forces of slabs do not follow straight lines parallel to the edges.

Further there is no satisfactory model as yet describing punching of slabs. For the large
variety of slab shapes with all kinds of openings it is very helpful, that today FEM prograjns
on linear-elastic basis are available to any designer. Since slabs rarely do reveal substantial

cracking, it may not be very desirable to repeat such an analysis with non-linear FEM.
Rather will an overall ultimate capacity check by means of the yield line theory provide
useful additional information.
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5. TREATMENT OF PRESTRESS

In a paper on modelling of structural concrete, a word on the treatment of prestress may be expected.
However, it appears sufficient to mention that consistency between reinforced and all "types" of prestressed
concrete can easily be reached if for the analysis of the sectional forces prestress is simply treated, what it
really is: a self-equilibrated outer load, though artificially applied. Whilst dimensioning, its forces are treated
as are other forces. After grouting the prestressing steel will then assume the role of reinforcement (with an
initial prestressing force and with special properties).

In case of prestress without bond or of external prestress after prestressing the tendons
take the role of free ties whose changes of forces due to loads may be estimated or analysed on basis of a
statical indeterminate system ß/.

With this the same modeis and methods as already discussed apply also to the case of
prestress (fig. 8). This treatment helps to avoid useless discussions as those, whether the
statical indeterminate moments due to prestress are restraint forces which disappear due
to cracking or not. Of course they are not, they are moments as those due to any other
outer loads which cannot dissappear but of course be redistributed. This view of prestress
is a valid basis for the consistent treatment of structural concrete and for a simplification of
codes.

rresultontR jF 1 ggcüt 7 k*&ZZmmm
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Fig. 8: (a) Strut-and-tie-model of partially prestressed beam with rectangular cross section;
(b) detailed strut-and-tie-model of the beam area, where the resultant is within the beam section.

6. SUPPORT OF A CANTILEVERING BOX GIRDER ON TWO WALLS

AN EXAMPLE: The reader will understand the STM-method best by following an example described in all
details here:

6.1 General Layout
low to carry the forces in the connection of the members shown in Fig. 9a? Normally diaphragm walls are
ntroduced in the box girder, either two directly above the two supporting walls (Fig. 9b), or - because the

inner one is difficult to construct - just one at the end of the box girder (Fig. 9c). The best Solution, a diagonal
wall, is not obvious in the beginning.

6.2 Frame Corner with Diaphragm Wall at the Box Girder's End only
The diagonal struts C3 (Fig. 10a) which balance the chord forces Ti (from the box girder's tensile flange)
and T2 (from the tensile wall) with the compressive forces C; and Cj from the respective compression
chords ofthe frame type structure can only be transferred within the two webs. Therefore, all the chord forces
which in the adjacent B-regions are well distributed over the whole widths of the flanges have to be deviated
and bundled into the small width of the webs.

First of all, this requires considerable transverse reinforcements in the four chord members according to the
strut modeis given in Figs. lOb-e. The modeis are all of one type, which appears very frequently in D-regions
of very different structures. The internal lever arm z of the transverse forces in Figs. 10c and lOe, oriented at
theory of elasticity is approximately 0,6 b. In Figs. 10b and d the corresponding lever arm depends also on
the length of overlap of longitudinal reinforcement. Standard lap lengths in Codes do not apply for this
Situation where the lapped bars are arranged at some distance from each other. A more detailed model (Fig.
lOf) of this typical problem shows different transverse tie forces in different places.

Looking again at the struts Ci and Ct in plan and sections of Fig. 10 we realize that the corresponding stress
fields must be squeezed through the bottleneck of the Singular node 2 whose dimensions are restraint
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Fig. 9: a) View and cross-section of the box girder and support walls. b) Longitudinal section with interior
diaphragm wall, c) Longitudinal section without interior diaphragm wall
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Fig. 10:Strut-and-tie modeis for the structure without internal diaphragm wall, a) Web; b) tensile wall; c)
compression wall; d) top flange; e) bottom flange. f) Refined model for the lap problem characterized
in Figs. b and d

by the thicknesses of the compression wall, web and bottom slab of the box girder. This node will dictate the
concrete dimensions, the large width b of the boxgirder slab cannot be used as compression zone. What an
unreasonable structure! Who would have recognized this, applying the usual design rules?

A similar problem may arise in node 1, where tensile bars for the total chord forces Ti resp. T2 must be
arranged within the thickness of the web or at least very close to it in order to avoid large slab moments" in
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the deck and wall. Also this node will become a Singular node if reinforcing bars were bent sharply around
the comer as shown in Fig. 10a. Consequently, the diagonal strut force Oj in the web will spread out between
nodes 1 and 2, thereby creating transverse tensile forces as indicated in Fig. 10a. Therefore it is much better
to bend the chord reinforcement using a mandrel which is adapted to the dimensions of the frame comer
(Fig. 3).

--*\—y\ /i

—^=i

3

Fig. 11: Model and corresponding chord reinforcement with a well adapted mandrel diameter

By the way, omitting the lower diaphragm plate between the two walls would do no additional härm to the
(poor) structural Solution. Either none or two orthogonal disphragms are needed, as will be shown hereafter.

6.3 Frame Corner with Two Diaphragm Walls

The necessary transverse reinforcement in the boxgirder plates and the supporting walls is the same as before;

but the Singular nodes are avoided since the chord forces Ti, T2, Ci, C2 now enter the web reasonably
well distributed over the whole length of the diaphragms (Fig. 12a). In other words: Each chord plate is no
longer supported on two points only but rather along two lines (Fig. 12b). As a consequence the load bearing
capacity of the frame comer is essentially increased by the additional diaphragm wall.
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Fig. 12:Strut-and-tie modeis for the structure with internal diaphragm wall, a) Basic model for the web.
b) refined model for the web with smeared forces'. c) Top flange. d) Bottom flange. e) Tensile wall,
f) Compression wall
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6.4 Frame Corner with Diagonal Diaphragms
The best structural Solution for the discussed problem is the diagonal diaphragm which follows the load path
T2 in Fig. 13a. This model avoids not only the Singular nodes but also the transverse reinforcements in the
flanges and walls. Only the spreading out of the support forces C3, resulting from the shear forces of the
webs, require some transverse reinforcement T3 near the top ofthe compression wall (Fig. 13b).
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Fig. 13:a) Diagonal diaphragm following the load path for T2 of the strut-and-tie model. b) Model for the
compression wall.

We can conclude from this example that strut-and-tie modeis are not only suitable for dimensioning but are
also very helpful for the conceptional design of good structural solutions.

6.5 The same Structure with Prestress

Let's prestress now the top plate and tension wall of the structure without inner diaphragm wall (see Fig. 9c)
with prestressing forces Pi Tj, P2=T2 Just ^ge enough to balance the concrete tensile forces Ti, Tj due
to dead load (Fig. 14a). At first sight one could think that thereby also the problem of transverse forces in the
frame comer is cancelled, at least in the prestressed members. But it isn't at all! The model with prestress
applied as external forces (see section 5 and [2,3]) discloses that the load paths of the compression forces Ci,
C2 have to squeeze as before (see section 6.2) through node 2 into webs in order to arrive at their "supports"
provided by the anchor forces Pi, P2 of the tendons. In order to avoid further detours of the load paths (see
Fig. 10b and d), the tendons in the comer should be arranged within the web, either similar to Fig. 11 or
Fig. 14b, thus balancing the compression strut in the web directly.

If the load is increased after prestressing, e.g. due to live loads or a safety factor for ultimate conditions, the
tendons react like non-prestressed reinforcement with additional tendon forces aTi, 7^2- These are
anchored by bond according to the model shown in Fig. 14c.

In the structure with inner diaphragm wall (acc. to Fig. 12) the tendons may be distributed over the whole
width b of the structure and anchored near the edge, if transverse forces are carried according to the modeis
given in Fig. 12c and e. However, the position of the model nodes 3, 4, which in Fig. 12c and e represent the
centroid of bond forces, have to be reconsidered for the prestressing tendons (see Fig. 14c). The prestress
force P is always applied at the tendon anchor. Only that part of the tendon force aT which exceeds the initial
prestress force P is anchored by bond, and these bond stresses may develop at a considerable distance from
the anchor.

Separating the prestressing loads from the additional tendon forces after prestressing as suggested by Breen,
Bruggeling and Jennewein [1,10,11] is reasonable also for the application of strut-and-tie modeis to prestressed

D-regions and leads to a clear understanding of structural behaviour.
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Fig. 14:Prestressed structure without internal diaphragm wall a) Top slab and tension wall prestressed under
dead load to give zero concrete stresses. Model showing the load paths., b) Practical reinforcement
layout c) Strut-and-tie model for increased loads, prestress as before.
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